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Issue 721

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI- ST. LOUIS

UMSL Hosts Live Videoconference
by Michelle McMurray
news editor

A live video conference focusing
on the needs of lesbIan and gay students was presented on Thursday, Feb.
6, in the JC Penny auditorium. The
video conference was broadcast simultaneously in 140 universities
across the United States and Canada.
The "Donahue" style panel discussion with five speakers and a
moderator, debated many issues and
concerns. One of the common dilemmas is that the dominant structure
of a college campus is heterosexual.
One of the panelists made the point
that everyone is basically expected to
be heterosexual and when a young
person discovers that he or she has
feelings for the same sex, it causes
confusion and often guilt. Many students cannot tell their parents, friends
or resident assistants.
. The panel members estimate at
least 10 percent of all college students
are gay and that counselors and deans
at Universities should learn about homosexual issues facing these students
so they can be more supportive.
Another serious issue is violence,
harassment and cliscrimination against
gay students. The Gay and Lesbian
Task Force recorded more than 1300
incidents of harassment against gay
students this year. Approximately one
in twenty are beaten up and one in
four are verbally harassed and threat-

ened.
Sandy MacLean, vice chancellor for student affairs, said it is not
the policy of UM-S1. Louis to discriminate against anyone because of
their sexual orientation.
"There are grievance procedures
for students that can be filed under
discrimination or sexual harassment," he said.
The panel had suggestions for
Universities to follow, such as enacting policies prohibiting discrimination and establishing formal procedures for the discipline of discrimi~
nation. They suggested both teachers and students should recognize
that gay students are in their classes
instead of assuming that everyone is
heterosexual. This would help to
eliminate casual anti -gay remarks in
the classroom.
Michael Quinn, student services
coordinator of student activites and
the university center, said the
videoconference was a real success.
"We had a great turnout today. We
did one on Greek life last semester.
We might do more if they are relevant to the campus," Quinn said.
He said all of the colleges and
universities in the metro area were
invited to the videoconference.
Misty (last name withheld),
president of the Lesbian and Gay
Campus Organization (LGCO) said,
"I thought it was good. People need
to change their attitudes. People can

W~lrren

Appointed
New SGA Advisor
The new Student Government
Association (SGA) Advisor David
Warren said students still have a
voice in the organization's future.
"It's not for me to take sides,"
Warren said. "It's up to the students
to decide what they want for Student
Government Association."
Warren became SGA's advisor
after political science professor
Lance LeLoup took a leave of absence from UM-St Louis.
Warren said he felt it was "a neat
choice" for SGA President Mark

Grimes and Vice PresidentJulie
Schwetz to select him.
"I have done some work with
Mark and Julie," he said. "I have a
great deal of respect for them."
The SGA advisor should fill
out the necessary legal requirements
and I will give my opinion when
they consult me," Warren said.
Warren is a lecturer in writing
and is a consultant for computers
and curriculum for the Center for
Academic Development.

say they don't li1ce something wi thout
being hateful."
After the videoconference, a
question and answer session was led
by Suzanna Rose and Dennis Lisen by
of the Psychology Department. .
They said UM-St.Louis has come
a long way in realizing that gay and
lesbian students are an active part of
the campus but we still have a long
way to go.
"Some of the problems are
homophobia in the classrooms.
.Homosexuals should not continue
to be the brunt of jokes," Rose said.
"These kind of jokes should not be in
an institution of higher education."
Linsenby said professors should
not make bigoted remarks themseves
or allow students to make them in
class.
Rose is the director of the S1.
Louis Lesbian and Gay Research
Project in StLouis. Theprojectstarted
in June of 1991 and is expected to take
approximately five years. The purpose of the project is to investigate
gay issues from an insider's view,
Rose said.
"We are interested in how gays
and lesbians fall in love, date, how
race and class status are affected, and

Companies Donate Money
for Computer Center

Somefaculty and students at UMSt. Louis say the time limit for filing
sexual harassment grievances is too
long, and campus officials should revamp the entire procedure.
Suzanna Rose, of the UM-St.
Louis Psychology Department, said
the 180daytimelimitis "unrealistic."
"First, the definition of sexual
harassment is vague. Students don't
kflow what their rights are, and even
then, the procedure is so complex.
They may not want to hurt the person,
they may feel that somehow it was
their fault," Rose said. "They may try
a variety of things , like trying to avoid
the person before they come to talk to
someone about it They may feel guilt
and there is also a fear of recrimination: 'how is this going to effect my
grade and what are the consequences? '
"Unfortunately, most students'
reaction to sexual harassment is to
drop the course. Sometimes they drop
out of school, or change their major.
They deal with it in a private way."
Rose said.
Rose proposes an infonnal procedure to report alleged incidents of
sexual harassment. She said that such
a system is in place in several large
universities and it has been effective.
Such a system would protect the privacy of both the accuser and the accused. Under this system, anonymous
complaints could be sent to one cen001 location, such as an Affirmative

Action Officer at the Office of Equal
Opportunity.
The Affirmative Action Officer
would be responsible for maintaining
a file for each faculty member named
in an anonymous complaint. If and
when the complaints accumulated to
a certain point, (such as 10 anonymous complaints), the Affirmative
Action Officer would then informally
and privately speak: to the accused
faculty member about the nature of
the complaints. Rose is critical of the
present procedure.
"I don't think this should be
handled by Student Affairs. There
should be a central place outside of
Student Affairs, preferably the Equal
Opportunity Office, that would handle
all these things. Now, (Student Affairs) decides 'Is it past the 180 day
limit? Is it grievable?'" Rose said•.
''Then, if they decide not to let
you 'grieve: that's it. You don't have
any recourse. Unless you go outside
of the University and get a lawyer.
Now if it's past the 180 day limit,
there is an option to petition that the
180 limit be waived," Rose said. "But
the procedures are horrendous. They
have to tell their story to two or three
people. In this last case, she was told
to go to the Counseling Center to fill
out the forms there."
Rose was referring to the Carolyn
Wesn case. West, a graduate student
in the Psychology Department, filed
an informal grievance against a faculty member whom she alleges subjected h'er to' sexual harassment West

education," said Jerry Malec, Apple
Computer Inc. Southern Operations
vice president and general manager.
Digital Equipment Corp. will
Three major computer companies donate $300,000 to the campaign in
have donated close to $1 million for the form of 30 workstations for the
equipment needed in the new UM- new center.
St.Louis Computer Building.
"This donation represents
University officials said the Digital's commitment to supporting
building, which is currently under the University'S mission of teaching,
construction and will be completed in research and service to the commuthe Fall of1992, furthers the campus nity," said Greg Schuster, sales unit
goal of integrating computers into all manager. "We are confident that the
areas ofUM-St.Louis. The "Comput- addition of this equipment will enerizing the Campus" campaign was hance the continued quality of educakicked off last year by Chancellor tion provided at the University."
Blanche Touhill.
Data General will also provide
The largest donation, $500;000, support to the University's mission
came from Apple Computers Inc.
with a similar contribution of
"The pledge by Apple will help us $150,000 for equipment.
move forward with our strategic plan
"Access to computers for studen ts,
to change the way computers are used faculty and staff is one of the camnus'
to educate tomorrow's work force," top priorities," Touhill said.
Touhill said.
"We want to ensure that our stuTouhill said the building is being dents graduate with skills they need to
built as part of the University plan to ' compete in a competitive work force
give access to students, faculty and that will face an increasingly technostaff m~mbers to computers through- logical world in the 21 st century," she
out the campus and databases around said. "So far, the campaign has been
the worl(i.
quite successful with generous com"UM-St. Louis' new Computer panies like Data General seeing the
Center Building profoundly will af- need for computer literacy among our
fect business and industry by funda- graduates, who also are their future
mentally changing the direction of employees."
by Matt Forsythe
Current news reporter

Photo:Tina Leu
how gays deal with prejudice," she
said.
Rose said issues facing AfricanAmerican homosexuals and the concern of what impact AlDS has had on
gay and lesbian relationships will be
researched.
"We want to know what things
were like before all of the AIDS
awareness and what it is like now. Is
there more commitment and monogamy," she said.
Any gay man or lesbian who is
interested in the research project can
call 553-5467. Complete anonymity
will be respected and you must be 18
years of age.

SGA Sponsors Lecture In Honor
Of Black History Month
by Gerry Malone
of The Current staff

with a "false sense of security" by
receiving information for one short
month.
Grimes said he would like to see a
The Student Government Association (SGA) is presenting a lecture, Black Studies Program because the
"Racism 101: TheColumbusFactor current program at UM-S1. Louis is
and Other 'White Lies'" (originally not certified and does not have a
titled "Vipers in Righteous Gar- permenant coordinator. Professor
ments"). The lecture will be held John Arthur Works of the history
Wednesday, Feb. 26, at 7:30 p.m. in department has been the temporary
the Summit Lounge with Ronald 1.. acting coordinator for approximately
Henry, instructor and S1. Louis his- the past five years.
"Black History Month is necestorian, as the lecturer.
Mark Grimes, SGA president, sary because many bJacksdo not know
said the reason for the lecture is the their history ami are learning it for the
need to uncover the "misnomers fIrst time since black history is not a
around blacks and their contribu~ basic part of the curriculum at school
tions to the history of this nation." or in the home," Henry said.
He said the lecture will help stuAlthough Grimes is enthusiastic
about SGA sponsoring the lecture, dents to "recognize the inconsistency
he hopes blacks will not be satisfied in the history they have traditionally
been taught" by stimulating awareness, bringing forth understanding and
motivating action for change.
Many more activities are planned
to continue the celebration of Black
History Month. Historian Ronald
Henery
will be speaking in the Sumsaid that the procedure for reporting
mit Lounge Wendsday, Feburary 26
the incidents was confusing, time
consuming and embarrassin,R. She at 7:30 p.m. All students, faculty,and
staff are inviled to' attend. This event
was told to go to the Counseling
is being sponsered by S GA.
Center to get assistance.
"I reallydidn 'tknow the purpose
of that I thought, 'well maybe they
were going to examine my psychological motivation.' I didn't know if
(Student Affairs) were saying I
needed psychological help or what.
The procedure is overwhelming and
technical. It's too intimidating. It's
enough to discourage someone right
there," West said.
West commented on the informal hearing that she had to attend.
"It was hard for me to be there
and face that man. No one could talk
besides me and this man. I talked
first, told what happened, and then
he talked second. There is a panel of
men who are listening to both sides,
to decide who is telling the truth. It
felt like being on trial," West said.
She said that the current procedure for reporting incidents of sexual
harassment is ineffective.
"It's too easy to get lost in the
system. Gelting information is the
hardest part. I could never get any
straight answers. It seems like the
process was so difficult, and no one
knew what to do. I would ask questions and no one responded," West
said.
Norman Seay, Director of the
Jennifer Hoffman~ UMSL
Office of Equal Opportunity, said

Sexual Harassment Procedures Need
Revamping: Some Say Not Adequate Enough
by Nancy Lewis
of The Current staff
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N e ws Briefs

ASHCROFT APPOINTS NEW
STUDENT CURATOR
Governor John Ashcroft announced on February 7 the appo intment of Step hanie Doolin
Patterson as student represen tati ve
to the University of Missouri Board
of Curators.
Patterson plans to graduate in
May, 1992 from the University of
Missouri-Columbia with a degree
in journalism. She plans to attend
graduate school at the Columbia
campus in the fall.
Patterson is currently a member
of Kappa Alpha Theta sorority, the
Alumni Association StudentBoard,
University Singers and Chamber
Singers and the homecoming steering committee.
Patterson is the recipient of
many academic awards and a
member of the Mortar Board National Honor Society and the Order
of Omega National Greek Honor
Society. She is also a University
Scholar and a student in the Honors
College.

Patterson will serve on the Board
until Jan. 1, 1994. She is replacing
Paul Matteucci whose term expired
this year. Matteucci is from the UMSt. Louis campus.
METRO LINK LOSES FUNDS:
UMSL UNAFFECTED
Despite budget reductions in BiStateDeveJopment Agency's Metro
Link program, the section of the
Metro Link serving the UM-St.
Louis campus will not be affected.
Kloster, the construction company that has been contracted by
Bi-State to build the system, has a
contract to complete a roule between
Taylor Avenue and lheAirport. The
contract, and the money allocated
to pay for the work specifIed in the
contract, are unchanged as a result
of the budget reductions,
Representatives of Kloster and
the Bi-State Development Agency
have refused comment concerning
the possible problems involved with
the reductions.

BOOKIN IT

See STUDENT, page 2

Photo: Dirk Fletcher

freshman, goes for protection under her jacket while
trying to get to her car during the rain last Friday.
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HELP'VANTE))

OPPORTUNITIES

O-JlPORTl INITI ES

Reporters of News, Sports and
Features wanted for University
newspaper. All reporters are
paid. Call 553-5174 ask for
Tom.
CRUISE LINES NOW HIRING - Students needed! Earn
$2,000+/month & World
. travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the
Caribbean). Cruise staff, Gift
Shop, Tour Guides, Waiter/
Waitress, etc ... Holiday, Summer and Career Employment
available. No experience nec·
essary. Call 1-206-545-4548
ext. C256.

$40,OOO\yr! READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple
"like\don't like" form. EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 Hour Recording 801·379-2925.
Copyright # M017KEB

Fundraiser - Looking fey fratemity,
'" scmlty, student cxganizations interested in making $~$1500 foc one
week marketing JXOject right on
pus. Must be organized and
IIIIt
Eam$SOO· $lOOlMlf~ ~ Fer detais hardworking. Call Marla at 1(800)
592-2121 ext. 112.
•~ $1.00 YriII SA)E Ie: OIH GlOClp Inc.

, .NEED EXTRA INCOME
FOR 1991?
1019 U. SIl&rtI'ood • OrIiw)J, FL 32818

\..

cam-

~

"Earn as much as 5· 10 thousand
dollars this summer painting
houses in your hometown. Final
interviews for manager trainees
are being held now! Call 1-8002-MANAGE."

Work on Cruise Ships
Summer He 1p Wanted
Listings for An Ma jor
Cr uise Lines

$495 + $1 S+H

1· 8 00-23 8·0690
-

932-0528 ExL 65.
Financial Aid available immediately! Special grants program.
Every student eligible. No one
turned down. Simple application.
Send name, address and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to: Student Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Holly·
wood, FL 33022.

.. Absolutely No Investment!
.. Earn hundreds of dollars per
day! $1,000 or more per week!
.. Ask for Darren between
9:00 am & 5:00 pm
CALL TODAY
1·800-669· 7678

Apartment: $285
Heat Included

-

FOR RENT

3 Minutes From Campus

381 8797

- .

Deposit Kohner Properties.
$325 - $365 call 381·1719

FOR SALE
CHEAP} FBIIU.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes ................. $200
86 VW •••••••••••••••••••••••••• $50
87 Mercedes ................ $100
65 Mustang .................... $50
Choose from thousands starting

$25. FREE 24 Hour Recording Re-

Bermuda HeIghts
n38Sprlngdale
Normandy

Panama City Beach
....
.. ....
$99 - 7 Nights
'o~"""
..
..
.. ..'" ......'"
",

"'",

",

Beachfront hotel, parties, discounts and more!! Jamaica and Cancun
still available. STS 1-800-648-4849.

SPRING BREAK '92

veals Details 801-379-2929.
Copyright
# M017KJC

"Mature young lady, with experience as secretary/receptionist
seeks part/full - time employment as secretary/clerk/typist
or similiar. Telephone 8697625.

fREE
2 ROLLS
35mm Film
Try this Exci,ing New Film "Whiko ( rhis film) has
sharpness and fi"ne grain competitive with other fifrru
of ilS speed. flS main fooe is coler reproduction.

Nuances of color are held in rAe prints; You (un see
the difference h;t1lJ.e1?Tl cheTT) red and (OHUHO ,ed ."

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS!
Part-time and full-time permanentjobs in pleasant atmosphere.
We have a variety of positions
which will go tmp to perm.
-Customer Service
-Data Entry
-Word processors
-Secretaries
-Machine opera tons
- Small took operation
Please call for interview: 863·
2701
MANPOWER
231 S. Bemiston
Clayton, M063 105
Never a fee.
EOE
- - -NO GIMMICKS ~~
EXTRA INCOMF. NOWI~

~

ENVELoPE STUfFING - $600· $800 evety week·
Free Details: SASE to

Broou Inlemlll\llla!, I~
P.~

_

sa.: 6806tl5:0flaOOo, Fl ~

.

MISCEI.LANEOlfS

1 Bedroom, 2 Room Efficiency, new appliances,
new carpet, somefurnished. 6month or1 year lease. $285$295. -OR- a 2 Bedroom, 1 Bath apartment: $315-$350.

Nmnaldy F.JmDl W~ 1-2beOOnn
~ Beautiful ¢
like setting.
Central Airs (c/a), Carport/Garage,
Mini Blinds, Storage $100 Security

Complete guide to living
and working in America's
. most scenic spots. Over
10,000 summer jobs.
$4.95 + $1 S+H
Great Plains Publishing
Box 1903
Joplin, Missouri 64801

Frntemities, sororities, stlldent
clubs. Earn up to SlOC() in one
week. Plus receive a SlOC()
tonus yomself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800-

Great Plains Publishing

Two 12-inch EarthQuake
Jopl i n, MO 64801
Subwoofers. 180w RMS. Each
with or without custom parted
enclosure. $160 for pair. Call Delta Sigma Pi (Co·ed Business
899-0248 or 653-4641 and ask Fraternity) invites you to attend
our guest speaker on Friday, Feb·
for Chris.
ruary 21, at 1:00 p.m. in Room
---..=-=-...-~--=,------. SSB 335. Mr. Jeff Hunt from the
Sherwood Medical Company will
speak
on medical marketing
Needs Poster ReD.
sales.
No Seiling, Great Pay

National Parks

F
A
S
T
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Box 1903

4 Hours Per Week

Summer Jobs in the

MISCELLANEOUS

"Are you interested in participating
in
a
co-ed
personal growth group? The
UM-St. Louis Counseling Service is offering a counseling
group on Thursdays, 2:30-4:00,
February 13 - April 30. Enrollment limited to 6-8 participants. Call 553-5711."

Congratulations to Delta
Sigma Pi pledges! With active
participation, you will reap rewards unknown to many college
students. Invest a little time and
effort - the outcome is unbelievable!

Students from page 1

Photographic Mag-azine
can try the 35mm film Photngraphic . 1
Maga;:ine calls the bC"S t 200 ASA prim film in the j
\'<lorld~ For Free. T o introd uce you, 'I,:e'll send
you two rolls Free. Fine grain, rich eular, wide
exposu re latltude- perfe..:t for t::veryday shots.
Shoot in brigh r or low light- indoors or
ou [doors. And you can order prints, slides, o r
both , from [he same roll- wi tham the h igh COS[

, Now

J

VQU

of slide film! Try {his remarkable film today.

-------------SEND :/viE 2. FREE ROLLS

I . Rush me two ZO-exposure rolls '..If your highly
I <:Icc/aimed 35mm (ilm, one each 3 [ 200 .AS,A. Olnd
I 4('1) ASA. Enclosed is $2 .00 for shipp;ng. Lim;t'
I 2 rolls per househ"ld.

I
I
I
I
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I
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I
I

I CIT,

I ~{a ill o :
I
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25278
Searde FllmWorks El h~lct Ba\ ar Pier 39
PO lloxJ40i b5ean l. W-\ oSI, 4-1J56
:'l;>.TE

l(,

I

I

ADVERTISE FOR
FREE!!

Missing Dog: Brownish\red,
shaggy, male Cairn Terrier. 14
years oil. Poor eyesight and hearing. Answers to Toby. Last seen in
St. Charles Hills subdivision 1\27
wed. p.m. Lov~ member of fam·
ily. Please call if seen or found
723-6463.
What's on ·your mind, kid? What
about your loves? Your hates?
Your likes? Your dislikes? Your
gripes? Your pet peeves? We want
to know. Call in and talk! WGNU
(920 Party Line .. 6 am. - Midnite
Monday thru Friday.
Mx,
[ seen you in your red hot car
around campus. You are always
parked in front of the art building.
Are you an art student. I hear they
are very romantic. I'd love to see
your works. I'll be in touch, literally. X

Give it up. He's gay as the day is
long. Marriage is definitely out of
the question. Get a clue, hon.

,1m .ofmo J. ... , ..... ,n.l..kJ.".I.","" j'" ... -:-~ ~".;:! .. !!m~-ri.:.:.rt::l1:'-:' , ~u-.III!!!: ~I = '!,!:-

..

f ,....,

.J

SERVICES

Bev,
[love when you do thatto me. Let's
call it a double next time. Chukka,
Chukka, Chuu. Doug

HOME
PROFESSIONAL
TYPING. Students/Businesses.
Reasonable Rates. Quick, Quality Service. Hampton/Chippewa
area. Donna 832-4925.

Shannon Olesen,
Hope you had a good Valentine's
Day. rm glad we're still friends, 9
long years. Thanks for ALL your
help! Love, Cindy

Guality Resume Paper

Poopsie,
The rabbit has died and it's time for
it to end. Call me soon. Kaybear

Come into Graphix Plus in the
Universiyt Center Lobby and get
your resume printed on quality
paper for that professional look
or give us a call at 553·5555.
Call 553·5175 and ask for Chris.
She'll type your paper for $1.25 a
page.

RESEARCH
1ftIMA...
Urgest Ubrary of Information in U. S.
19.278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS

O<der Catalog Today wrth Visa / MC or COD

11j!:~-

800·351·0222

Or. rush $2.00 to:

Resaarch Information

11322 Idaho Ave. Ifl.r:RrA. Los Angeles. CA 90025

(FF'l:!l

that his office plays "an ombudsman role.
"We can help to cut through red tape. We can informally, in confidence,
try to resolve it Chancellor Blanche Touhill has said that any complaint of
sexual harassment will be investigated," Seay said.
Seay acknowledged that there may be some weaknesses in the system.
"The lack of feedback is something that can be improved. Whoever is
handling the case, The Women's Center, the Office of Student Affairs, shQuld
be responsible for informing that person as to how things are going. But the
UM·St. Louis is operated by rules and regulations approved by the Board of
CUIators. Any departure would have to be approved by the Board," Seay said.
Rose emphasized that the system needs to be changed.
"Now, it has to have a •sleaze·factor' that is pretty big for people to believe
that it is justifiable for the woman to complain," Rose said.
Carolyn West, who has been through the current system, believes that the
procedure itself discourages women who are victims of sexual harassment
from even filing a complaint.
"It's almost like they're saying 'We have a policy, but no one uses it, so
therefore. there is no problem'" West srud.
Joanne Phelps-Grubb of The Women's Center will be conducting a
workshop on sexual harassment on Wednesday, February 19, from noon to 1
p.m. The workshop will explain the current University procedures for reporting sexual harassment.

PEU.SONALS

i

JJ .THE BOATMEN'S;5

(. 1~F~H2~AL BANK

I hate all sororities and fraternity
brothers and sisters, little sisters
and little brothers. What a farce!
Chris,
You've been great to work with!
Thanks f(I showing me the ropes!
Tell Jason • you two need to get a
room ~ you k~p this shit up!
Max,
I want your bulge right now! You
know I give the best of you know
what. And I live alone. We can go
to Dennis's so thecals won't bother
you. Really, you are the best.
Michelle.

PART-TIME
INPUT
PROCESSORS

~[1~zaioo College Studenul The Boatmen'. ?fatiooal BInk of SL LouiJ iJ ICdina P-J\'
llIne Input proceuon for second and third shifu, good hours for full-time 1CUden1l,. wr
8th and Market SLl«t location.

Some of the ~sponsibilities will include opening envelopel. verifying the nea<Xiability
of .checks, ~g a ) O-key adding machine lape on the cbeclcs and batchina !he wodt.
P&ld oo·the-job training iJ provided. Some overtime is ~.

Remember, all faculty, staff
and students can advertise
in the Classifieds for free.
Come by The Current or
drop your ad in a classified
box around campus.

Our second shift hours all: from 3 p.m . . )) :30 p.m. and our third .hiftis 10:OOp.iu. _7:30
8:m. (M~st schedules indude Fridays and Sundays.) We pay SS.SI per hour• .1~ Ihift
differentW, pllll paid parking.
If you. an: looking for a part-time position with a dependable .chedule, fixed boon IDd
glUl pay. BoaImen'. is the place for you.

Send your Telume noting this ad or apply in person to:

The Boatmen's National Bank
Human Resources DEpL

or SL Louis

ATIN:PfIP
1 Boatmen '. Plaza
SL Louis, MO 63101

~a-n-n-,"n-g -Sp-e-c-I"a-Is' 1':4~1;: '';;;:;l~;:e~e':' - ,

I ,.
. 4744 Pherson· 361-4722 Central West End I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Hours:
I Mon .• Thur. : 8:00 am ·10:00 pm
I
I
Friday: 8:00 am • 9:00 pm
_
_
I
Saturday: 8:00 am ·6:00 pm
L
____________________
~
I Sunday: 8:00 am· 4:00 pm
~ I

Great copies
on your terms

St. Louis Area
Collegiate Job Fair'
.March 6, 1992

After all of the hard work you've put into your term paper or thesis,
you want the fInished product to reflect your efforts. To make sure
your project makes a great impression, letKinko's fInish it for you.

MIDNIGHT SUN

• Wide selection of paper and bindings

AM I PREGNANT ?
FIND OUT FOR SURE.

(~

CRISIS

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Call or walk in

725-3150

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis Pi.
(St. Louis)

3347 N. HWY 67

510 Baxter Rd.
(Ballwin)

(Floris~t)

At The Mark Twain
Building

• Affordable prices

.PREGN~~ • Immediate 'results
. CENfER
• Completely confidential
.

9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

• Late·night hours and quick
turnaround

24- Hour Phone Service

r-------------99¢ binding offer . . . .
• Quality copies

I

..

I
I
I

Offer applies to spiral binding 00 doannenlS up to one inch thick: with .
stock cover for 99¢ each. Does not include copies. One coupon per
customer at the ~o's listed. Not valid with other offers.
Good through April 15, 1992

:

Open 7 Days

I

524·7549

8434 Florrisant Rd.
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August 1992? You should
attend this job fair.
Pre-register at the career Placement
Office -308 Woods Hall.
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.Honda of America I
As the UM -St. Louis parking lot fills up every day with the cars
of students trying to brighten their future, how many of those cars
are American-made. Most people would say that all of the
Chevrolet, Ford and Chrysler automobiles fit the bill. And these
same people would look at names like Toyota, Subaru, 1suzu,
Nissan and Hyundai and kn.o w that they are foreign. But is their
perception of the world around them really accurate?
Columnist George Will, in the Feb. 12, 1992, Post-Dispatch,
pointed out that Ford's Crown Victoria for 1992 is assembled in
Canada with parts from America, Japan, Mexico, Britain, Spain
and Germany. Is this American ingenuity at its best? What about
the Chevrolet Geo Metro which is made by Isuzu and Suzuki?.or
how about the Mitsubishi Eclipse which is built on the same
assembly line as the Jeep/Eagle Talon. Or the Geo Prizm which
is built on the same line as the Toyota Corolla in a joint venture
between Toyota and Chevrolet? And where do the profits go for
all these fake American products? That depends on who you ask.
But one thing is for sure: Japan is far from the only offender.
Who chose to have "American" cars built by Japanese manufacturers? Americans. That's right, the very people who try to
convince the American public that American workers can build
cars just as well as foreigners (i.e., Japanese), have agreed to
allow the opposite to happen. And these foreign companies are
not run by fools. When they see an opportunity, they take it. And
who wouldn't? Surely not the Americans!
Wrong.
For instance, in the past five years, Chrysler managed to acquire
Lamborghini and Maseratti, and Ford added Jaguar to its profit
list. General Motors even bought 50 percent interest in the Saab
Motor Company. And are the quality of these products lacking?
Absolutely not.
And have you caught the commercials on television that state.
that the Toyota Camry is "the best built car in America?" In
where? Yes, folks, you heard it right: America. And does the
Japanese automaker send its own employees overseas to work at
the plant? Nope. That plant means jobs for Americans. In these
times of economic hardship, this work should be appreciated. The
Japanese manufacturers have spent over $9 million building
plants in the U.S. that employ 30,000 Americans and sustain
several times that many jobs among suppliers, according to Will.
Toyota is not the only Japanese manufacturer with plants in the
U.S. Honda opened a division in America as well, along with six
other Japanese companies.
.
.
. _ -<Forty percent of all Japanese-brand .vehicles sold in America
are made here.
Import paranoia is nothing new to America. Ever since the
Stamp Act of 1765 and the Townsend Act of 1767 restricting the
import of British goods to the American colonies, American :pride
in "homegrown" products has blinded us. The biggest difference
between then and now is where the products were made. The
colonists' complaints were legitimate. Today's aren't.
So lest you think that the Japanese have cornered the U.S.
market on automobile sales and profits, look at the manufacturer's
plate on the next foreign car you drive. Don't be surprised to see
"Made in America" stamped on it.

{/

Wish List For Gay Student: Acceptance
Dear Editor:

A very good friend asked me if I
would write down what it was like to
be a gay student at UM-St. Louis.
Well, I wish I could say it was no
different for me than for any other
student here. I wish I could say that
there was no hatred here against gay s
and that gay s were accepted for who
they were and what they accomplish.
I wish gays were not hated, despised, slandered and ridiculed, or
worse, ignored and dismissed as
worthless. I wish I didn't have to sit
and hear professors say that "gays and
lesbians should be put in concentration camps" or "fags should be shot."
I wish professors would teach from
know ledge and not preach from biased
ignorance. I wish I wasn't subjected
to harassmen t from speakers from the
John Birch Society in education
classes. I wish I didn't have to see a
fellow gay hwniliated and told to leave
class, while the professor watched in
silence. I wish I didn't hear fellow
students call me a "fag" in the halls or
rlrreaten to beat the shit out of me
during class.
I wish faculty, staff and fellow students wouldn't give silent approval
while I got cursed, threatened and spit
on in Oark Hall in the fall, 1990 or by
SSB in 1989. I wish I didn ' t have to
put up with the Bible-thwnping fundamentalists on campus, who blame
me for all the woes of the world or the
deterioration of the family unit.
It's ironic that those fundamentalists profess we should "love one an-

I wish I could say it was only para- . dents at other campuses that because
and "condemn" me. I have to laugh
when they, out of context, quote the noia. But when I was a freshmen, I got Qfhim, they wouldn't attend UM-St.
King James version of the Bible. an A+ on a paper I submitted to a Louis even if it were free and they
I overheard a staff person in the certain professor. Two semesters later, threw in a car.
administration say that everyone an open gay friend subm itted the same
I've never had the courage to check
knows what the sin of sodom is. It's paper to the same professor to prove a out the gay group on this or any cam·
funny that what they say it is really point to me. He gota D. The professor pus. There were times, though, when
happens to not be what Christ said it apparently didn't even bother to read I really needed a friend who could
was. But it's useless to talk to them it because of the front was the friend's understand. Being around those like
since they pervert the words of Jesus name, but it was signed "written by me, who think positively about themto serve their own bigotry.
(myself)" on the last page. The pro· selves, would have been a big help
I've learned, like most gays, how to fessor told the guy it was "garbage" many times.
be silent out of fear, laugh at "jokes" and "made no sense," even though he
But what really strikes me is the
that hurt and insult and to succeed! gave it an A+ and high praise two hatred other minorities and women
survive on campus by staying unn~ semesters earlier. It's not uncommon have for gays on this campus. I had
ticed. I've never worn an earring. I atUM-St Louis for professors to give one girl in a wheelchair tell me that
don't swish when I walk. I'm a natu- grades based on their like/dislike fora "queers had no right to be here." The
ral baritone. I don't hang out (cruise) , student instead ofperfonnance. Or it African-American groups here avoid
in bathrooms or parks. I don't use could have been because the profes- the gay group like the plague, so I'm
drugs or alcohol. I've never been sor personally didn't like gays.
told. Which is strange since on other
charged with a crime. I don't fit any of
At the same time, some professors campus, the minorities have realized
the false stereotypes, and yet the here are fantastic. I've even respected that by banning together on a coalirednecks and vacuum heads on cam- and trusted a few with my socially tion, they can practically run the
pus hate me.
created and forced secret.
school. My gay African-American
It really takes guts to be gay on this
But in One department, the differ., friends say they have a worse problem
campus. The Bible-Ihumpers want to ences in academic and professibnal with acceptance than anyone else.
heal you from the truth. The counsel- behavior, integrity and ethics were
I guess this campus is, unfortuors want to cure you of reality. In a astonishing. One professor was great. nately, like the St. Louis society as a
psychology, they call you a deviant. I found her intellectually stimulating whole. Plato once said, "wherever,
In a criminal justice class, you are and challenging. She even had me therefore, it has been established that
called a non-convicted criminal. The considering changing majors. I've itis shameful to be involved in homowant-to-be jocks and cowboys want been told she knew I was gay.
sexual relationships, this is due to evil
to hurt or kill you. The administration
The other professor had been here on the part oflegislators, to despotism
doesn't want to know; and probably awhile. His ultra-right wing hypo- on the part of the rulers, and to cowcouldn't handle it professionally.
critical opinions (which he boasted ardice on the part of the governed."
I stopped wondering what my frat about) dripped with bigotry and ha- We have a lot of cowards on campus
brothers would do if they knew I was tred. He thought that all minorities for not speaking up. I suppose I'm one
gay. I no longer care if the guys I work and women were a waste. I gotB 's in of them.
out with fmd out. Now that I'm a both classes. But this professor's aUiI'm withholding my name, but I
senior, I only care if my professors or tude and behavior got me to change might be sitting next to you.
campuses. I've heard from other stuthe administration finds out
To whoever really wants to know

Student Smokers Don't Want Smoke Screen
Dear Editor;
We are a group of UM·SI. Louis
students who are concerned about the
new smoke-free policy chat has been
adopted by the UM-St . Louis administration. Thefollowing is a copy of a
statement that was mailed 10 Chan-

cellor Blanche Touhill and Sandy
MacLean, vice chancellor of student
affairs on Jan. 27,1992.

We are a group of students who
smoke cigarettes, and we are concerned about the effects of the UMSt. Louis smoke-free policy. Specifi-

Sig Tau's Rush Party
Doesn't Degrade Wom en
Dear Editor;

This is in response to the Feb. 3
letter from Mark Magas (Sig Tau's
Rush: Get Screwed, Animal House).
His bashing of the Sigma Tau Gamma
fraternity was ridiculous and his ar·
guments were completely "screwed"
up.
True, Sigma Tau Gamma is not
easy to ignore. That is why it is one of
the largest fraternities on campus with
the most diverse group of members.
As far as the "Animal House" labeling goes, the fraternity has never promoted itself as such. The only atarism
Magas pointed out was his own blind
asswnption that men's fraternal organizations focus only on alcohol consumption and the degradation of
women. That stereotype went out a
long time ago.
In reference to the T-shirts "pro·
moting massive alcohol consumption," Magas again is clueless. THEIR
shirt and display sign advertise "Sig
Tau Dry," meaning dry rush parties
where no alcohol is served. I guess
this is a hard concept to comprehend.

If Magas had opted to attend the
"Get Screwed" party, he would have
found that it was a theme party where
attendees matched up assorted hardware to win a prize- not to "screw" a
Sig Tau or degrade women. In no way
could this be interpreted as viewing
women as "status seeking objects that
fall at the feet of any frat brother."
As a woman and a feminist, I
wasn't offended at all. Had the sign
read "Hey, ladies, come and get
screwed by the Sig Tau's," then it
would have been different. It was
merely a theme party, not an invitation
to have sex at a fraternity house.
Obviously, Magas has a problem
either with Greeks in general or with
the entire concept of a party. He will
never understand the "tradition of
excellence" because he never took
the time to fmd out what it really
means. One would think an "older"
student would dig for deeper meanings.
So, Marie, if the party themes
offend you, don't go ... I'm sure you
won't be missed.
- Erin Hoffner

cally, we see the policy (with which
we agree in principle) as having a
negative effect on both smoking and
non·smoking students, faculty and
staff of the university.
We also wish to remain anonymous and we want to offer our suggestions regarding the problems and
polarization that the new smoke-free
policy has created.
1. The university should live up to
the promises espoused in the campus
handbook which states that smoking
cessation classes are being offered to
students and staff members, free of
charge.
These classes were not offered
last semester and are currently not
being offered. Other suggestions for
the smoking cessation classes:
oThe classes should be offered in
both the daytime and the evening, and
should be free of charge to all students, faculty and staff.
•Staff should be able to attend the
classes during their normal working
hours, with pay for work time missed
while the classes are in session.
2. There should be one or two

designated "smoking" areas on this
campus. If this is not possible, then
there should be ash cans placed by the
entrances and exits of every building.
3. Anyone who violates the indoor smoking ban should be given a
written reprimand. The second such
offense should be prosecuted by a
mandatory assignment to the smoking cessation classes.
We are tired of the university
paying "lip service" to the noble idea
that it cares about the health of the
students who are addicted to nicotine.
If the university is indeed concerned
about this issue, the smoking cessation classes will begin soon, will be
widely publicized, will be easily accessible and will be in the best interests of both people at this university
who are struggling to overcome their
addiction to nicotine and to the nonsmokers who are struggling to find
clean air.
Please don't throw out another
"smoke screen." We would appreciate your response.
The Student Smokers
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UMSL Celebrates Year of the Monkey

A Picture is W orth
a Tho u sand Words

by Linda F. Jarrett
Current faatures reporter
More and more ethnic groups are
striving to keep their cultures intact
and alive in a hectic, stressful world.
One example of this effort is the Chinese New Year Festival, which was
held Saturday, Feb. 8, in the J.C.
Penney Building at UM-St. Louis.
Between 400 and 600 people attended the event, co-sponsored by the
St. Louis Chinese New Year Committee and the UM-St. Louis Office
of Equal Opportunity. The festival
consisted of exhibitions and a fonnal
program, perfonned twice during the
afternoon, which spotlighted folk
dances,singing, martial arts, musiCianship and a celebrity fashion show.
According to ancient Chinese
legend, 12 zodiac animals were chosen to reign for one year in a 12-year
cycle over the lunar calendar. Each
animal symbolizes specific v irtues that
signify a good omen or blessing for
the coming year and provide the th erne
for the festi vities. This is the Year of
the Monkey, the animal that symbolizes in telligence and clever wit
"Two years ago, the event was
held here, and we hope it can be held
here again next year," said Gang Bao,
of the UM-SL Louis Chinese Student
Association- Mainland. "UM-St.
Loius is a good school for this type of ~
activity. It benefits the community
and the school. An event like this
enhances the sc hool's international

Bing Moy uses his creativity and skill when producing a Chinese paintbrush drawing.

Photo: Alfie Ali

image and helps to attract students western China, was sometimes done and information systems.
in exchange for food, and uses bamfrom all cultures."
Lynn Wei, a senior majoring in
Nancy Tao, in charge of the New boo sticks with bells attached to make accounting, said it is important to
Y earpubJicity ,said the Office ofEquaI musical sounds. The motion of the bring the Chinese community toOpportunity, which co-sponsored the . sticks is similar to American baton gether.
The exhibi t area featured Chinese
event, would like to maintain the fes- twirling.
"My boss gave me tickets, so I painting, calligraphy and videos on
tival at UM-SL Louis, since it it so
beneficial to the school. Model Jen- came for the afternoon to see what it Chinese tea making, opera and shuttle
nifer Lane said, ''This event was held was about. The dancers were my fa- cock kicking, One exhibit that atat the Botanical Garden last year, but vorite part," Jean Haefele of Spanish tracted many onlookers was the
Lake said.
this facility is larger."
noodle-making display, demonstrated
The fashion show displayed cos- by Chun Hur Fung of Shur Fung's
One of the many dances featured
in the program was The Stick Dance, tumes worn by models representing Restaurant. To form the 10 mein
perfonned by eight young girls from the dynasties of ancient times up to noodle, Mr. Fung started with a ball
the St Louis Chinese Academy. This modern day China. A red and gold of dough and continued to roll and
dance, which originated in South- silk: brocade gown represented the stretch it until itbecame pliable enough
Han Dynasty. to fonn many small, thick strands,
The gown was a much like spaghetti. Mr. Fung learned
replica of one this art. which has been practiced for
worn by the many years in his Korean homeland,
emperor's mis- from his parents, who owned a restautress, who was rant
offered to an"The majority of youngpeopJe go
other emperor to into the restaurant business in Koprevent his terri- rea," Mr. Fung said.
tory from being
In the Underground cafeteria, an
attacked, She assortm ent of Chinese food was
later committed available, including the familiar egg
suicide by jump- roll (Chun Juan) and the not-so-familiar Kai Kou Xiao, a deep-fried
ing off a cliff.
"This festi- dough wrapped around sesame seeds.
val provides a The open end, resembling a smiling
chance to edu- mouth, represents happiness.
'This festival contained about
cate others to the
Chinese cul- everythingpertainingtoChinesecul~
ture, n
said ture," Wendy Yu, of Creve Coeur
Sandra Liu, a said.
UM-St. Louis
Net proceeds from the festival
Photo: Alfie Ali
graduate student . benefitted the Salvation Army FamFROM LEFT: Sandra W, Lynn Wei and Nancy Tao show off their traditionaJ Chinese attire.
in management ily Haven.
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'Like A Member
Of The Family"
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13998 Manchester Rd.

at Weidman

(314) 227-5764 _

Got.A News Tip?

WE Will:
• Do research

Our services include: Free delivery, com- .
puterized prescription drug interaction, and patient consulting on the correct use of prescription
drugs. We are only seconds from UM -St. Louis!
7605 Natural Br

Frank
WESTLAKE
P h armacy, Inc.

Rd.

Peace
Corps

553.5175.)

.
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Curious viewers reflect upon the art of Welty.
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• Edi t &. adyj se on
papers
• . Proy] de custom
bi bli ographi es
QUICK TURNA ROUND'

SAVE 50%:
I

One-Hour Services:

film developing· enlargements
reprints . double prints

Also Available:
wallet photos . film
instant color pa ssport photos

ON FILM _DEVE LOPINGI .__
WHILE YOU SHOP! :

vide_ tran
o_
sfer~.
cOP_ies
fro-=--m
pn_.nts
albums, frames and accessories
E-6 slide processing

11125 Manchester Road
(one block east 01 G eyer

drille-thru service available)

Dierberg 's Heritage Place

On'e-Hour Service • In The Mall I
Each Picture Is The Best
It Can Be Or We
Reprint It Free... Now!
Offer applies to regular one·hour
prices. One roil per coupon. 4x6
color pnnts (print length varies with
film size). Offer applies to first set
of prints only. C41 in lab process.
Cannot be combined with other
film developing offers. Coupon
good through June 6, 1992.

(next to Dierberg's - south side)

Union Station· Northwest Plaza
SI. Louis Centre
West County Center
South County Center

I
I
I
Mid Rivers Mall
Southfield Center
=== I
-::;; I Saint Louis Galleria (2
~ I Crestwood Plaza, • Jamestown Mall
I Four Seasons Shopping Center
(with portrait studio)

(N.E. comer ot Undbergh
and Baplist Church Road)

_'"

slores)

_~
=~
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(Olrve and Woods Mill Road)

I

Chesterfield Malt· Alto·n Square
St. Clair Square
(Fairview Heighls, IL)

Stone Crest Mall

391-8096

(Osage Beach , MO)

I ' m He re
When You Need
Me
..

Host country nations want to learn English ... grow more food
to feed their people... provide adequate shelter and clean
drinking water...insure good health care and basic nutrition...
build roads and transportation systems.
The person who becomes a Peace Corps volunteer must have a
strong commiUllent to helping other people. He or she must be
willing to learn their language, appreciate their culture, and live
modestly among them.

The
toughest
obyou'O

(Ca ll Michelle

. .~

Being a Peace Corps volunteer means taking what you know,
sharing it with others, and learning about life in another
country, another culture.

If this sounds like you. we'd like to show you the many
opportunities beginning soon in 90 countries. You should apply
now for openings beginning in the next 12 months.

.(
.",

pro f eSSi on al

~

.' Boarding·. 385.5400
"We'll Love Your Pet

8

wri ter/ researcher
han dle t he drudge
work: for you,

Alpha Tau Pledge Class:

Your Pet?:

Thevisionofanartistinvolves
not only what is seen with the
eyes, but also what is seen in the
mind and the imagination.
Eudora Welty, born in Jackson, Miss., in 1909, -has spent a
lifetime recording her vision in
her fiction and her photographs.
An exhibit of her work will be on
display in 362 SSB until Feb. 21.
The exhibit offers an insight
into the mind of a writer. Guests
are given a chance to read the
description of apIa ceoran object
and then see what it was that
inspired such prose.
One photograph on display is
of a solitary church standing in
the middle of an open Valley. It is

OV ERLOADED? r ..... -- - ----- ......---------...

Delta Sigma Pi

Jeff Barbour
Chris Cozzoni
Mike Cukyne
Jerry Davis
Lance Ficken
Tim Hopkins
Lynette Kersting
Julie Maasen
Maureen O'Shea
Rob Reeder
Stacey Scheinkman
Steve Smith
Paula Whitson
Mark Zorescu

accompanied by an excerpt from
"Some Notes on River Country"
which reads, "The . thick soft
morning shadows of the bluff on
the valley floor, and the rose-red
color of the brick church which
rises from this shadow, are its
dominant notes - all else seems
green. The red of the bricks defies
their element; they were made of
earth, but glow as if to remind
you there is fIre in earth."
Welty has published several
collections of short stories, noveIs, non-fiction and photography.
Much of her work centers around
life in the deep South during the
Depression. For many of the subjects of her photographs, poverty
was a way of life, but seen through
the eyes of Welty, they show a
sense of quiet dignity.

by Greg Albers
Current featu res reporter

ever love.

INFO TABLE
Weds., Feb. 19, 10 am-2 pm

CIRRUS.

Th'e Autolllatic Teller
Normandy Bank Custom.efS, get your application at the facility in University Center oreall ulat 383.
5555. If you have your account at another bank,.your ATM card can be used at the machtneln University Center If It has a 8ankMate or Cirrus symbol on It.
.

IUnnuuuiJ;Banif

University Center Lobby
SIGNUPNOW
FOR INFO INTERVIEWS
Weds., Feb 26, 9 am-5 pm
Career Placement Services
For more information call 935-4985

· 7151 NATURAL BRIDGE'
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121

383-5555

Member FDIC'
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Read The Current, And
You Too Shall Be Way Cool! !!

In honor of

African American History Month •••

: pon en- · :
•I titles you •I
•.to come to ••

UniverSity Program Board Presents:

AFI·AMA

•

•: The Cur- •:
: rent and :

: write as .:
I
•
• many sto- I
•
I
ries •
as I
•
I
: .your little :
: heart de- :
I
I
I sires for · a •
I
, '
I
: whopping . :
1$'
•I 5.00 a II•
I story. So I
•
•
:get out the:
: scissors :
: and cash- :
•• in now!! II
•
I
: no expira- :
: tion date :
•L •••• _._ •• .I•

No. this is something special. A special
place, looking for special people .
Talented people who can provide quality
entertainment in a variety of shows
throughout the year. This casting call is
for Busch Gardens, the renowned theme
park in the Tampa Bay area of Florida. If
you're something special, come ·show
us your stripes:

COlTlic Actors

..",

Prepare a comic monologue, 2 minutes lon~, of appropriate material. You
may be requested to perform an improvisation. Ethnic dialects are helpful
and may also be requested.
.
.Slngers and Dancers

We're searching for male and female feature dancers, and for strong
singers who also dance well. Singers should prepare two short selections
(ballad and uptempo). Bring sheet music or instrumental background
cassette In your best key. Accompanist and cassette recorder provided. .
Dancers should bring dance attire and have a 2 minute prepared choreographed piece showing movement and versatility. Singers be prepared to
dance and dancers be prepared to sing.

Date: Tuesday, February 25th
Time: 12:30 p.m.
Place: JC Penney Auditorium
Admission:

Muslclaris

We seek Pianists with vocal abilities and a repertoire to consist of standards, show tunes and pop; musicians who play primary and secondary
instruments, marching band players (brass instruments preferred)--plus
Accordion players, Tuba, Percussion and Brass players ; also musicians
who are experienced in dance movement, marching band style. You should
prepare two short selections.

UM-St. Louis students and faculty - free.
general public - $2.

Variety PerforlTlers

Magicians experienced in tableside magic. Jugglers and Mimes to present
strolling street performances. Should present a show routine demonstrating your specialty.
Technical Personnel

Looking for experienced stage managers, skilled sound and lighting tech·mClans, stage hands, seamstresses and dressers. Be sure to bring your
current resume.

BUSCH
GAJtDENS~
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA
Equal Opportunity Employer MlF/HN

AFI-AMA combines cultural sounas Of
African, Haitian, Latin and African-American music with superb dance choreography.
Join us for this enchanting
music and dance presentation !

It can't do laun or fmd you adate,
but it can help you fmd more time for both.
The new Apple~ Macintosh®Classic'" II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papersand still find time for what makes college .
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks-allowing you to
exchange information easily with
' •
almost any other kind of computer. _,_{".--~''''''~'V':~~''''''''A~'.II;'''''''''IIIII'lI''''''""'II\1
)

.

~
1-

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
t
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.
:-\

-. -.

..

~

' ~,

r

Introducing the Macintosh Classic II.

For further information visit
Scott Keymer at the Bookstore
or call553-6054
©1991 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple,the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks and SuperDtive is a lrademark of Apple Computer, Inc. MS·DOS is a registered trademark of Microsofl COrpeJralion.
Classic is a registered trademark used under license by Apple Computer, Inc. This ad was created using Macintosh computers.
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Riverwomen Look For Payback Against MIAA
Home Stand Crucial For Run At Toumament
other team's bench," she said. "I can't
remember being dominated by any top
player."
Seruor Nancy Heseman said that if
the Riverwomen get three or four players in double figures, the team becomes
very hard to defend.
"When everyone is scoring, that
gives [guard Monica Steinhoff] more
room to shoot," Heseman said.
"Moruca's deadly with time to shoot."
TheRiverwomen started their three
game home stand last Wednesday by
beating Southwest Baptist They will
have played Missouri Southern; who
beat them earlier this year, 93-83, and
conclude the stand with a game tonight
against Pittsburg State.
With the MIAA Tournament
coming up, the Riverwomen must win
at least four more games to qualify for
a first round game at the Mark Twain
Building.
Morse said it would be nice if the
seruors could capture the conference
title.
"If we win these three games a1
home, we will be hard to beat," Morse
said. 'The most important thing to the
seniors isn't any statistical mark, but
having the chance to take the confer-

by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

Blues Season
Like A Fine
Whine
by Russell L. Korando
sports editor

Adam Oates has been gone for
over a week now. No matter which
side you agree with, Oates or Blues
management, the only relevant detail
to this sad chapter in Blues history, is it
should have never taken place.
In 1989, Blues General Manager
Ron Caron shifted the balance of power
in the Norris Division with one stroke,
when the Blues acquired Oates and
Paul MacLean from Detroit for Tony
McKegneyandIegendBernieFederko.
Not since 1964, when the St Louis
Cardinals traded Ernie Broglio to the
Chicago Cubs for Lou Brock, did a St
Louis sports franchise pull off such a
successful, divisional coup d'etat I'll
admit, at first the trading of Federko, a
shoe-in for the Hall of Fame, riled me,
and,I'msure,all true fans of the 'Note.'
But watching Oates magically float
passes onto Brett Hull's stick eventually cooled the sting.
Hull's unabashed attitude throughout the ordeal most certainly affected
the teams play, but the "Golden
Brett's"penchant for scoring has
overcome worse ordeals.
Caron has become ' victim to his
own sword. He had made several
brilliant moves leading up to Oates'
being acquired. Remember, Hull was
playing on Calgary's fourth line before
Caron got wind of his potential. So, the
Blues traded popular defenseman Rob
Ramage and goal tender Rick Wamsley
to the Flames for Hull and long-sincedeparted Steve Bozek.
After plunging into the free agent
market the year before to get Scott
Stevens, theBlues jumped in head-first
again this year, only to find the water
too shallow. I'm sure Caron was
leaning on Brendan Shanahan's ability
to score 35-40 goals this year, but
Shanahan just broke out of a 10 game
scoring slump, and 30 goals would be
the correct assumption now.
I really believe Caron wants the
Blues to win as much as anyone else,
but he has been general manager for
nine years now, and the Blues seem to
be losing ground in every game this
year. Oates' situation was not Caron's
fault, and the loss of Stevens stemmed
from Head Coach Brian Sutter and
President Jack Quinn's haste.
Sutter, whose number adorns my
replica Bluesjersey, could do no wrong
on the ice. He could be counted on,
with Federko's help, to plug in 30 or40
goals a year, and kick the opposition's
ass after celebrating. He was the idol
forzeaJous Blues fans forover a decade
on the ice.
Now, Sutter is being blamed by
everyone but his wife for the Blues
demise. It was Sutter who chased Rod
Brind' Amour out of town. Sutter didn't
like the way Peter Zezel played, and a
packing he went The only thing Sutter
is not being accused of is the lease they
play under at the Arena .
Which brings me to the real reason
the Blues will not win the Stanley Cup'
this year. Instead of sharing the lucrative revenue generated by 17,000 fans,
who drink more beer than 30,000 down
at Busch Stadium, the city hoards the
money for other non-hockey related
purposes. I know I have a severe case
of "rabbit ears" everytimeI exitagame.
, Sure, I picked the team to ftnish
fITst before the season began. But I'm
not jumping on or off the bandwagon.
I'llIeavethatto those people who's life
revolves around being heard on KASP
radio.
In the classrooms across campus,
the debate rages on. Listen up in class,
because the Blues season will be over
before the semester is.

Photo: Dirk Retcher

DRIVING FOR 2,000: Monica Steinhoff's facial expression personifies her competitive nature .

Meckfessel Questions NCAA Eligibility Rules
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor

Rich Meckfessel, the UM-SLLouis
Rivermcn's basketball coach, said if
the NCAA wants to improve its graduation rates, first-time athletes should
become ineligible.
"If the NCAA is really seriously
interested about improving their
graduation rates, they should make
freshmen and junior college players
ineligible their first year," he said.
Meckfessel said he recalls fIve
athletes at UM-St Louis that were
within 24 credit hours of graduating,
and their eligibility had expired. Athletes in football and basketball, in
particular, then lose discipline and
motivation, he said.
"While their playing, a coach can
say, 'If you miss class, you have to sit
out the next game,' or 'If you're late for
class, you have to do this or you have to
do that, '" Meckfessel said. "Once their
done playing, we have got very little
hold over them."
"So the discipline and motivation
is gone. I think: most of the steps that the
NCAA has taken over the last five
years have been good regarding refonns, but I would like for them, in this
regard, to go one step further."
Critics to the plan argue that making freshmen or junior college athletes
sit out a year derues them the chance to
graduate on time.
"My response to that," Meckfessel
said, "is that they can stay around for
that fifth year of college and that fourth
year of eligibility and get a second
major or start to work on a master
degree."
He also said the discipline to study
will be lost because the NCAA has set
a new date for basketball practiceNov. 1- and reducing regular-season
games from 27 to 26.
"I think reducing the schedule by
one game and cutting practice by two
weeks has gone too far," he said. "It's
just the idea that they think by eliminating these two weeks of practice will
make it easier for the athletes to study.
They are not going to be in the library
from three 0' clock to six 0' clock studying."
Meckfessel also said the new requirements of obtaining a certain score
on the ACT/SAT and G.P.A. "was
quite a substantial jump." If freshmen
want to play college athletes, they must
obtain a 17 on the ACT, 700 SAT and
a 2.5 G.P.A. If they don't get a 2.5
G.P.A., a score of21 on the ACT and a
900 SAT must.be achieved. The

changes will take place in the Fall,
1995.
"I think: the standards are too high.
I think they have gone a little too far
with the academic reform movement
There a lot of young men and young
women from culturally deprived backgrounds, whether it be the inner-city, a
coal mining town in West Virginia, or
a small ruraJ commuruty in Missouri
where the educational opportunities are
not the same in, let's say, a Parkway
School system," Meckfessel said.
Meckfessei said the re.quirements
of a 2.0 and a 700 on the SAT a few
years ago was a step in the right direction. But the NCAA's recent decision
doesn't sit well with him.
"A better step would have been to

put the SAT at 800 and the G.P.A at
2.25. That's is a pretty substantial leap
of 200 point increase on the SAT and
half of their G.P.A."
Meckfessei, however, said the
NCAA made a good move by giving
athletes one day off and they can only
be involved for a maximum of 20
hours a week.
"That includes practice, fIlm sessions, meetings and anything that is
related to basketball. That was a step in
the right direction" he said. "We had
a player transfer from a Division I
school four or fIve years ago who said
from the fIrst day of classes until
Thanksgiving, they never had a day
off. They were either conditioning or
practicing. I think that was wrong and
excessive."
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SBU Experiencing "Growing Pains"
by Thomas J. Kovach
editor

institutional control is not only suggested, but demanded," he Said.
SBU will disassociate itself with
the Booster Club during the probationary period, said Chris Johnson, sports
information director.
"We will keep an eye on things,"
Johnson said.
Bryant said the incident reached
SBU administrators through the grapevine, and on Feb. 6, he told The Omnibus that he heard about the situation
around SpringfIeld, Mo.
"When we gotback from the recent
NCAA convention, the talk was essentially picked up by an athletic representative of our university," Bryant said.
"Although the information came in as
hearsay, the sources were good enough
to cause us to ask questions."
SBUcarmotcompeteintheleague's
championship tournament this year because of an NCAA and MIAA inquiry
last year concernlng
player Todd
Murray's eligibility. The Bearcats will
be eligible for post-season play for the
1992-93 season.
However, UM-St. Louis Head '
Coach Rich Meckfessel said, "B y-andlarge, the institutions on the MIAA do
a good job of following the rules."

The Southwest Baptist University
(SBD) men's basketball team , which
plays UM-St Louis in the lvlissouri
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
(MIAA) Conference, has been placed
on "extended probation" after a booster
club member co-signed on acar loan for
the Bearcats' leading scorer last March.
Glenn Stanley, who was averaging
22 points and nine rebounds a game,
was told by the 'MIAA that he is not
eligible to play for the rest of the season.
This suspension puts an end to Stanley' s
career with the Bearcats becauseheis in
his senior year. Stanley also missed
becoming the school career leading
scorer by just41 points.
The MIAA committee on infractions, which made the ruling on Jan. 29,
also fined SBU $500.
• Bryant
SBU's athletic director John
told the school's newspaper, The Omnibus, that the violation is a result of the
team's switch from the NAIA to the
NCAA.
"SBU is still experiencing growing
pains," Bryant said. "We have come
outof aNAIA program not SO long ago,
gone into,the NCAA program, where

Riverrnen Swimmers Meet U{Xiate- The dual meet season ended Feb. 8,

SHARP DRESSED MAN: Rivermen Head Coach Rich Meckfessel.

and the team will travel to Indianapolis Feb.19 for the final meet of the season.
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ence."
Keeping Mrs. Hyde in the locker
room for the second half could keep
them from being wa1lfJowers at the
"big dance."
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Sfudents, faculty and staff qualify for di&counls
of at least 40% on IBM computen and printen.
Complete systems, including mouse, monitor,

After the UM-St. Louis
Riverwomen trounced Lincoln University on Jan. 29, 118-73, theyembarked on a three game road trip. The
trip was to distinguish whether the team
could be considered "Road Warriors"
in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (MIAA), but after losing
three straight games, they returned
home as a road kill.
Perhaps the loss that hurt the worst
was against Central Missouri State on
Feb. 8,96-75. The Riverwomen led by
six points at halftime and were controlling the pace of the game. But they
got caught up in a flurry of fouls in the
second half, and the Jennies beat them
for the twenty-third straight time.
"In the firsthaIfwe out-rebounded
them and kept them out of the bonus,"
Head Coach Bobbi Morse said. "In the
setrond, we did totally the opposite."
Morse said she didn't have any
explanation for the team's Jeckyl &
Hyde performances on the road this
year, but some of the players attributed
it to second half scoring droughts.
"Sometimes we start off so well,
and then in the 'second half everybody
forgets how to shoot and rebound,"
. junior center Liz Squibb said.
"Most times we just beat ourselves,
and it ~eerns that we get beat by the
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